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Logline: 

”A young pregnant woman and her husband come to the Philippines to bury the girl’s aunt and inherit her property 

on the mystical island of Siquijor only to find it haunted and something evil is calling for her unborn child.” 

 

Outline: 

PRE-CREDITS TEASER: 

Static. The pounding flicker of a broken TV screen. Interspersed are abstract images of chaos, death and 

destruction, landslides and flooding. It’s a news report of Typhoon Yolanda in full swing. It’s late one night in a 

dilapidated old Hacienda on the island of Siquijor, the Philippines, the storm raging outside, the lights flickering, the 

window shutters banging, chandelier swinging. Suddenly, the doors swing open, a middle-aged woman, NORA, and 

a young girl, GABRIELLA, rushing in, fearing for their lives. They’re being chased; a MALE FIGURE dragging an axe is 

in pursuit. They’re forced to split up, Gabriella rushes upstairs as Nora stumbles across a severed goat’s head 

surrounded by markings in blood on the kitchen floor. Just as the Figure seems to catch up with Gabriella, the 

storm increases, a tree tearing into the side of the building, knocking the Figure back down the stairs, allowing her 

to escape. The girl and the woman are reunited in the midst of the chaos, clutching each other, Nora whispering 

hollow words of reassurance, before the Figure suddenly reappears, grabbing Gabriella by the ankles and dragging 

her off into the darkness screaming. Nora’s left alone in the light in shock, then, out of the shadows behind her – an 

OLD WOMAN’S face with empty white eyes appears and we’re left with Nora’s lingering screams. 

 

ACT I: 

An OB-GYN’s office in San Diego. NINA MOORE, a young Filipino-American woman, quiet but strong-willed, is there 

with her husband WILLIAM, a troubled edgy ex-Marine, having an ultrasound, she is 4 months pregnant. The doctor 

reveals it to be a girl; William reacts with thinly veiled disappointment. Suddenly, Nina gets a phone call. Her aunt 

Nora was found dead. 

 

Rain-soaked Cebu. At the wake in a relative’s house, Nina learns that her aunt left her the old Hacienda where she 

would spend her summers. Everyone is suddenly distracted by a broken down old Cadillac pulling up outside, a 

disheveled middle-aged American with glasses emerges – Dr. ALEX VARGAS. Nina looks on with trepidation - it’s her 

estranged father. A relative steps out and starts screaming at Alex, trying to drive him away. William pities him, 

Nina never talked much about him but she reveals he’s a researcher of anthropology - folk lore and faith. “Like 

what?” “Guess you’ll find out, he lives there now.” 

 

The early morning ferry heading toward Siquijor shows why it got its alternate name. Glowing with fireflies, Nina 

notes, the Spaniards called it Fire Island. Nina and William arrive to find the Hacienda in a state of disarray, 

uprooted trees, branches and wreckage everywhere. William looks at the place as a fixer-upper, explaining that 

given a bit of work, they could easily turn it and sell it for a much higher price than its current worth, solving all 

their worries about finances for the baby, reassuring her of his commitment though he wished it was a boy. Nina is 

concerned that it’s a big undertaking for him, particularly since he’s barely off his medication, hinting at his PTSD, 

William dodges the topic. Nina also seems to have mixed feelings about the place, though she is unsure why. 

 

The couple is startled by the groundskeeper, EDGAR, who welcomes them there, saying that it’s about time 

someone would fix the place, which is known as an eyesore by all and a haunted place by some, and that coming 



from people of an already renowned island of ghost stories. Edgar stays away from the place as a source of evil. His 

daughter, Gabriella, has been missing ever since the storm. The house is adjacent to an old overgrown chapel from 

the early Spanish era, one of the oldest buildings in the country, which Nora tried having torn down time and again 

for some reason but the local government wouldn’t let her, declaring it a landmark. As they’re talking, Nina spots 

the OLD WOMAN standing among the trees, watching them. She suddenly disappears, freaking her out. 

 

Exploring the house, no sign of the goat or the blood marks but the attic is littered with hundreds of pictures of 

young girls plastered over the walls, newspaper clippings of missing girls. She suddenly finds a picture dated 1986, 

the year she was born, with her father, Alex, together with both her mother and her aunt. Nina appears shocked as 

she thought the two of them couldn’t stand each other. William is clearly disturbed, speculating if her aunt had 

something to do with the missing girls, Nina deduces the pictures must be part of her father’s research, that her 

aunt must’ve helped him with tracking some kind of cult because the oldest ones date back to the turn of the 

century, finding an article relating to a “blood cult” in Spanish. She checks one of the pictures is dated and marked 

“Angela Jimenez 1973”. 

 

Nighttime. Deep in the woods, a small shanty, light glowing within. The Old Woman is there, cutting open a rat, 

squeezing out the blood into a receptacle, chanting in Tagalog. Intercut with William, who stirs in his sleep inside 

the old house, having a nightmare -- A soldier running through the woods. The Old Woman keeps mixing 

ingredients into the receptacle. In William’s dream, he’s walking into the living room, approaching a mirror to the 

sounds of a crying baby. The Old Woman drinks the concoction, her white eyes suddenly turning black. A Tikbalang, 

a horse-headed figure of a man, hellish and frightening. Demonic wings spread out in silhouette. White dust. Blood 

pours out of the mirror which suddenly breaks. The soldier taking aim. William putting a gun in his mouth, his teeth 

grinding against metal. A cross. His eyes darkening to a pitch black. The OLD WOMAN LAUGHING. William wakes up 

with a startle. Nina arrives with take-out breakfast, William pretends like nothing happened, swallowing some pills 

when she’s not looking. 

 

ACT II: 

William gets to work on repairing the house, spending all his days upstairs trying to repair the wrecked hallway as 

Nina tries to get some semblance of a normal life together, cooking and cleaning. Months pass. 

 

As William repairs the electrical systems, he patches in the phones in the basement, nearly stumbling down the 

rickety stairs in the process. He warns her from going down into the basement, dusty and moldy and dangerous, 

and hangs the key on a key holder by the front door. He complains that some of his tools have gone missing or 

been rearranged and William starts hearing noises – little feet running upstairs, whispering. 

 

As he’s taking a nap, Nina notices he’s having a nightmare and wakes him up, confronting him as she thought he 

was over his PTSD and his bad dreams. He reassures her that he is, he’s fine. Nina then spots the OLD WOMAN near 

the old chapel and goes after her as she disappears again. Entering the chapel, she finds it a mess of dead animal 

parts and pictures of Jesus and pagan symbols pasted everywhere over the decrepit walls. In the midst of it all, she 

finds a mural of a Jesuit priest, a Spaniard – Don Jeronimo de Guevara. William follows when suddenly the Old 

Woman lunges at him, rambling in Tagalog. William tries to shun her, chase her off the property but her eyes turn 

black once more and he has a seizure and collapses. 

 

At the ER, William insists to the doctors he’s fine, even though they say that his blood tests came back with some 

anomalies. Nina speaks to a BARANGAY CAPTAIN, who asks about the old lady trespassing and squatting on their 

property. He explains that the Old Woman’s name is Calissa Jimenez, she is a local witch who lost her senses long 



ago when her daughter disappeared decades ago - Angela. She is suspected of killing the children of the town ever 

since, though no proof ever surfaced. 

 

Nina starts glimpsing young children running in the house, freaking her out. She begins becoming convinced the 

place is haunted, whereas William remains ambivalent. William goes to see Alex at his dingy apartment, asking 

about his research and indirectly asking about the house. Nina discreetly follows him there, listening in to their 

conversation. Alex divorced Nina’s mother shortly after her birth apparently, and her mother refused to let him see 

her out of fear of infusing her with his questionable research and superstition. She wanted to make her daughter 

something better than the average Filipino, jumping at shadows. As he asks about the house, Alex details the 

history of the Hacienda, having been the grounds of an old Catholic church where the seat of the Inquisition in the 

Philippines was centered with Don Jeronimo being the Grand Inquisitor, rumor has it he unlocked the key to 

immortal life by consuming the blood of his victims, favoring the purity of little girls implying rape. Alex gets 

curious, suspecting William of having seen something, starts asking questions about spectres, sounds, objects 

moving. At first William starts to get involved, but as Alex’ questions grow increasingly outlandish, William rejects it 

all as bogus, asking “how do I know it’s not all in my head?” Alex plants the seed of doubt. “You don’t”. As William 

leaves, Nina approaches her dad, apologizing as all these years she thought he abandoned her and her mother, and 

saying that she believes him. 

 

Alex agrees to live in the house with Nina and the reluctant William, documenting the ghostly phenomena. Nina 

tries to get in touch with the ghosts using a Ouija board, getting confused answers, realizing there’s more than one 

ghost. Following her father’s equipment readings, she finds the spirits of several children, of different ages and 

eras, each with their own personality. One keeps crying, the other keeps banging the walls in anger, another keeps 

laughing. She asks “why are you here?” and the door to the master bedroom opens. She goes inside, finding 

William in the bathtub filled with blood, his wrists slit. She cries out for him, seeing on the mirror written in blood: 

“Save me”. She notices a bottle of William’s medication on the sink. She drags him with great difficulty out of the 

tub and into the bedroom, blood everywhere, she wraps towels around his wrists. As she’s wrapping his wrists, she 

hears a voice downstairs. It’s William calling out for her. She turns back to the lifeless body on the bed, now that of 

a young boy, whose eyes pop open black. She backs off, scared as hell, running into the hallway as we hear voices, 

little girl voices, rambling in Tagalog. William spots her, looks concerned, runs toward her. She clutches her ears as 

the voices get stronger and stronger, more and more insistent. Just as William reaches her she screams “What do 

you want?!” The voices go quiet. A beat. Suddenly a deep male demonic voice rumbles “Your baby.” She looks 

shocked, looks down. Blood between her legs. She passes out, William rushes to grab her as everything goes black. 

 

Flashes of decrepit hospital hallways as she’s drifting in and out of consciousness, dozens of doctors surrounding 

her. Clamps and IV drips. Blood everywhere. William gets questioned by the doctors, clearly defensive though 

concerned. She passes out again. 

 

She’s awake in a hospital bed, sharing the room with 2 others. Alex is let in by the doctors, looking frightened. She 

reassures him that the baby is fine, William correcting her that she almost had a miscarriage. William is hostile 

toward him, questioning why he suddenly cares, Nina admonishes him, saying it’s still his grandchild, he’s entitled 

to care and he’d be the only one to believe her. William explains to Alex that Nina claims to have seen something, 

the doppelganger, and heard the voices. He goes on that he was right in front of the room and didn’t see or hear 

anything. Alex sides with Nina however, inquiring further what exactly she saw and heard. William and Nina argue, 

William angry over Alex’ involvement, Nina angry that William was still on the medication and not telling her 

anything. The argument escalates to their general issues, the sex of the baby, William’s PTSD, etc. William storms 

out, furious, seemingly leaving for good. Alex smiles to himself. 



 

William’s at a bar, downing beer after beer, pissed off until he finally packs up and leaves. Arriving back at the 

house, late at night, it seems empty, until he notices a light in the chapel. He goes over there, peering in the 

window finding Alex moving aside benches to create an opening in the middle of the floor – an inscription hidden 

under layers of dust and filth, in Latin: “Here lies the beast of beasts, the child of Abaddon and the keeper of the 

Dark Lord”. Alex looks excited. “After all these years, he was right here. That bitch.” Suddenly, Alex disappears from 

view, William moves closer. Alex appears behind him, knocking him out with a stone cross. 

Alex wakes up being dragged into the house, dazed and confused. Alex throws him down the basement stairs, 

breaking the steps in the process and locking the door. 

  

Alex is wheeling Nina around the house in a wheelchair, she bemoans the forced use of the chair, Alex explains that 

it’s essential that she doesn’t stress herself or move around too much, lest she endanger the life of the baby. She 

concedes that he may be right, Alex reassures her that though her husband may have left, he will always be there 

to take care of her. She tries to insist that William isn’t a bad guy, he’s just troubled, and that he’ll come back. Alex 

refutes it by saying he didn’t want to tell her, but William came back and got all of his things already and left, 

implying he won’t ever come back. She looks suddenly suspicious. 

 

William is in the basement, trying to find a way out, suddenly notices the vent behind the broken steps. 

 

Late at night, Alex puts her to bed. She feigns sleep, suspicious and wakes as she hears the front door close. She 

looks out the window, seeing Alex walking out toward the chapel with a pickaxe. Suddenly, she hears a faint 

whisper again, except it doesn’t stop – it’s coming from the cabinet. She attempts to crawl out of bed to find the 

source of the voice. Alex is hammering away with the pickaxe against the floor of the chapel when suddenly he 

stops, realizing something. As she inches closer and closer, we see Alex outside the window, walking back toward 

the house. Once she reaches the cabinet, she realizes – its William shouting her name through the ventilation, 

coming all the way from the basement. Suddenly, she hears the front door open and close, she quickly drags herself 

back toward the bed – he’s walking up the stairs – she’s grabbing the bed sheet, pulling herself up – he’s reaching 

for the door knob – she pushes herself onto the mattress – he turns on the light and she’s in bed, feigning tiredly 

waking up. He notes he forgot to give her medication and prenatal vitamins for the night. He watches her drink a 

handful of pills, she looks suspicious. 

 

The next morning, Alex is preparing to take her out for a walk, he wheels in the chair when she notes how it looks 

like it’s going to rain and she needs her green jacket to go out. He tries to argue for an umbrella, but she insists, 

saying it should be somewhere in the master bedroom, either in the closet or in one of the bags. As he leaves, she 

gets into the chair by herself with some difficulty, quietly wheeling herself out to peek out the door, seeing Alex 

disappear into the master bedroom. She wheels herself out to the main hallway, stopping by the top of the stairs, 

looking bigger than ever. Downstairs, the basement key is still hanging by the door. Alex is looking through the 

master bedroom closet. She gets up from the chair, holding onto the railing, hands trembling as her feet slowly 

drop with each step going down. Alex keeps going through the clothes, finding nothing, starts opening up the bags. 

Nina is barely halfway down, shaking and sweating from the effort, nearly stumbling. Alex spots the green jacket 

hanging. Suddenly, Nina’s hands slip, she loses his grip and stumbles, falling down the stairs in slow-motion. 

 

ACT III: 

Alex rushes to her side, asking what she was doing up, Nina exclaims suddenly that her water just broke. The baby 

is coming. He rushes upstairs to get the wheelchair. 



William uses some household supplies and chemicals to mix together an acid to burn through the ventilation grate 

and escapes. He confronts Alex, they fight. Alex goes back to his bag and gets his axe, charging at William, 

wounding him. When suddenly the Old Woman appears and drags Nina away into the kitchen. Alex starts chopping 

down the door as the Old Woman is preparing a ritual around Nina, saying that she needs to bless the baby before 

it’s too late. Nina keeps pushing, the baby is crowning. William lunges at Alex, attacking him though wounded. They 

wrestle as Nina’s giving birth and the Old Woman is chanting. Nina tries to talk to her, realizing the Old Woman is 

actually trying to protect the children, together with Nora, like she couldn’t protect her own. That her father was 

the one who’s part of this cult. Nora too was part of the cult but left when Nina was born as she didn’t want to 

sacrifice her niece and that’s why her mother kept her away from Alex. As the baby finally makes it out screaming, 

the Old Woman slits her own throat, blood spraying everywhere over the baby and Nina. Alex bursts in, William 

falling to the floor, seemingly dead. Alex screaming no at the sight of the bloodied baby. He grabs the baby and 

puts it in the sink, washing the blood off and then takes it, running out toward the chapel. Nina staggers and limps 

after. 

 

In the chapel, William prepares a blood ritual frantically, painting on the floor with blood. He uses a dagger to draw 

blood from the baby’s hand and pours it on the inscription, the blood sinking in. Suddenly, the tomb opens, a giant 

man emerges, pale as a ghost, face deformed and animalistic but still recognizable – Don Jeronimo. Alex looks on in 

awe. Don Jeronimo speaks to him in Latin “give me the child”. Nina staggers in, screaming as Alex complies, Don 

Jeronimo rips the baby apart, eating its flesh. Alex turns away horrified, exclaiming that he did all he was asked, he 

figured out that it needed to be the blood of a direct descendant, a newborn, of Nina’s mother’s line. Alex begs Don 

Jeronimo to teach him, to show him the way of the blood and eternal life. Don Jeronimo scoffs in Spanish that he 

disappointed him, the baby’s blood was useless to him due to the purification ritual, and that it’s only him and his 

blood that is immortal and Alex is not related by blood. Alex starts backing off, fear in his eyes. As he turns around 

to flee, Don Jeronimo flips his finger at him, beckoning him, Alex’ neck flips over backwards, he collapses. 

 

William suddenly appears, still alive, drags Nina out, Don Jeronimo pursues into the house chasing them. William 

drops to his knees, eyes turning black as the body of the Old Woman does the same. Visions. The dreams repeat, 

the white powder pouring out. He exclaims “salt!” and they raid the kitchen for boxes of the stuff. William charges 

at Don Jeronimo, spraying salt over his face, which starts to corrode. Don Jeronimo screams, throws William into 

the wall, unconscious. Nina tries to crawl away, getting to the rest of the salt as Don Jeronimo slashes at her back, 

she grabs the rope holding the chandelier in place and drops it on Don Jeronimo and pours salt down his throat 

“eat this” and takes Alex’ dagger and cuts off his head. 

 

DENOUMENT 

Nina’s at the cemetery, mourning the loss of their child when William suddenly appears, alive and well, handing 

Nina their newborn baby, telling the baby to say goodbye to her sister. The baby’s eyes suddenly turn pitch black. 

 

THE END 


